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I am delighted to say that I have teamed up with Kumo 

Recruitment, together our market proposition is much 

broader than any individual offering. 

Leader Standard Work (LSW) is ‘The ‘Engine Room’ of lean 

management.  LSW provides a structure and routine that 

helps leaders shift from a focus on results to a dual focus on 

process and results; this course will help you unlock value 

adding activity. 

In contrast to the finance driven, shareholder-first business model Lean 

fundamentally changes business thinking.  Thus, creating a ‘Lean Culture’, is more 

than tactical improvements to business processes.  The organisation needs to 

understand and accept the need for change, they must then have the capability 

to deliver change, coupled with leadership to enable change.   

How do you create value?  Leader Standard Work (LSW) is the ‘Engine 

Room’ of lean management, it provides a structure and routine that helps leaders 

shift from a focus on results to a dual focus on process and results.  This course 

will critically review your activity and challenge you to examine if you are adding 

value, it is practical, hands on and fun! 

Mid to senior level managers and leaders should attend this course, it is 

suitable for manufacturing or service based individuals.  How will the future be 

different? What activities are you going to do? What will you ditch? And, what will 

be delegated? 

 

 

 

Cohort 1:   

Online Training (WebEx) – 8 May 2020 

Virtual 1-2-1 Coaching – May -Jul 2020  

(F-2-F where possible) 

 

Cohort 2:   

Classroom Training – 7 October 2020 

1-2-1 Coaching Oct – Dec 2020 

 

 

Price  £2,495 

 

Your trainer and coach with 20 years’ 

experience in Operational Excellence 

(OpEx); A retired Army Officer, responsible 

for selecting and training junior 

commanders, Chris takes this experience 

into industry where he has lead or 

deployed greenfield OpEx programs at 

high profile clients such as  Shell, HSS 

Hire, Syngenta, Eurostar and Petroleum 

Development Oman.  Chris also lectures at 

Leeds Becket and York University. 



 

 

 

 
 

Territory Supply Manager 
 

 

 

 
 

Head of International Rolling Stock 
 

 

 

“LSW helps you step back into the 

things you do; it makes you think 

before doing – what adds value?  

The output is a more structured 

agenda, allowing more time for 

the important things and less time 

on things that add no value 

according to your role” 

“I oversee two depots and one 

fleet; before this activity I was 

involved in the daily business and 

operational issues far too much.  

A key outcome for me was to be 

focused - as I now am - on 

creating the future operating 

model for Eurostar.” 

Classroom or virtual 

Training Session 

1-2-1 coaching, what 

are you doing? How 

do you create value? 

Decide how the future will 

be different, what will you 

do, ditch and delegate? 


